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BEHAVIORAL NEUROSCIENCE
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In mammals, the formative environment for social and anxiety-related behaviors is the family
unit; in the case of rodents, this is the litter and the mother-young bond. A deciding factor in
this environment is the sex ratio of the litter and, in the case of mice lacking functional copies of
gene(s), the ratio of the various genotypes in the litter. Both Sex and Genotype ratios of the litter
affect the nature and quality of the individual’s behavior later in adulthood, as well as metabolic
activity in brain nuclei that underlie these behaviors. Mice were raised in litters reconstituted
shortly after to birth to control for sex ratio and genotype ratio (wild type pups versus pups
lacking a functional estrogen receptor α). In both males and females, the Sex and Genotype
of siblings in the litter affected aggressive behaviors as well as patterns of metabolic activity in
limbic nuclei in the social behavior network later in adulthood. Further, this pattern in males varied
depending upon the Genotype of their brothers and sisters. Principal Components Analysis
revealed two components comprised of several amygdalar and hypothalamic nuclei; the VMH
showed strong correlations in both clusters, suggesting its pivotal nature in the organization
of two neural networks.
Keywords: life history, sex differences, genotype differences, sibling, aggression

INTRODUCTION
Adult sociosexual behavior is the cumulative result of genetics and
experience. These experiences begin prenatally in the intrauterine
environment, and continue in early postnatal life according to
litter composition and maternal behavior, influencing how the
individual interacts with the social environment in adulthood
(Crews, 1999; Crews and Groothuis, 2005; Fleming et al., 2002;
Meaney, 2001; Moore, 1995; Moore et al., 1997; Sakata et al., 2001).
Various studies indicate that experiences can be imprinted epigenetically to influence future generations (Bateson, 2005; Crews,
2008; Crews et al., 2007; Crews and McLachlan, 2006; Gottlieb,
2002; Jablonka and Lamb, 1995; Lewontin, 2000; Waddington,
1942, 1953; West-Eberhard, 2003).
Abbreviations: ♀WT, female wildtype mouse; ♀KO, female estrogen receptor a knockout mouse; ♂WT, male wildtype mouse; ♂KO, male estrogen receptor a knockout mouse; ACo, anterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus; AHA, anterior
hypothalamic area, anterior; AVPe, anteroventral periventricular nucleus (=AVPV);
BST, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, including anterior and lateral ventral
divisions; BSTMA, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis medial division, anterior;
BSTMPM, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, medial division, posteromedial; CeA,
central amygdaloid nucleus; CLC, caudal limbic cluster; cMPOA, caudal medial
preoptic area; CO, cytochrome c oxidase, complex IV, EC 1.9.3.1; ERα, estrogen
receptor α; KO, ERα knockout; LHb, lateral habenular nucleus; LSI, lateral septal nucleus intermediate; MeAA, medial amygdaloid (MeA) nucleus, anterior;
MeAPD, medial amygdaloid (MeA) nucleus, posterodorsal; MeAPV, medial amygdaloid (MeA) nucleus, posteroventral; MHb, medial habenular nucleus; MPOA,
medial preoptic area; PaN, paraventricular hypothalamic nucleus; PC, principal
component; Pe, periventricular hypothalamic nucleus; RLC, rostral limbic cluster;
rMPOA, rostral medial preoptic area; VMH, ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus,
including rostral and central VMH; VMHDM, ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus,
dorsomedial; VMHVL, ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus, ventrolateral.
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Complex behaviors such as aggressive, affiliative behaviors,
and anxiety-related behaviors depend upon concerted interaction
of many brain nuclei acting together, not in isolation. Extensive
research has revealed that specific nuclei involved in the regulation
of behavior are reciprocally interconnected, often express receptors
for steroid hormones, and function in concert as a neural network.
Newman (1999) proposed that behavioral traits depend ultimately
upon this social behavior network. Behavioral traits depend ultimately upon the ability of this network(s) of nuclei and neurons to
sustain a certain level of metabolic activity necessary for interaction.
Of particular interest is how these nuclei might be functionally
associated in the adult, and how early environment might change
these functional associations. A method that enables study of the
long-term consequences of life history changes is cytochrome oxidase IV (COX) quantitative enzyme histochemistry (Sakata et al.,
2005). COX, complex IV of the mitochondrial respiratory chain,
the rate-limiting enzyme for the production of utilizable energy
derived by coupling oxidative metabolism to the production of ATP.
Thus, the abundance of COX serves as an endogenous marker of
metabolic capacity in nuclei and neurons, portraying the result of
long-term metabolic demand as well as the capacity of a network
of nuclei to support specific behaviors. Previous work with rodents
reveals that early experience (both pre- and postnatal) significantly
affects COX activity in the adult limbic forebrain nuclei and that
early experience can modify functional associations of nuclei within
integrated neural circuits (c.f., Crews et al., 2006; Jones et al., 1997;
Sakata et al., 2002).
In behavioral research with rodents in general, and genetically
modified mice in particular, the sex and/or genotype ratios of the
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litter in which individuals are reared are often ignored. Previous
research with estrogen receptor α knockout (ERKO) mice suggests
that litter composition influences the sociosexual behaviors of these
KO mice in adulthood (Crews et al., 2004). Namely, when Genotype
is considered as a component of litter composition, behavioral differences between the Genotypes are more sharply defined and less
variable than reported previously. The present study utilized the same
paradigm as described in Crews et al. (2004). Thus, pups derived
from mating males and females heterozygous (HTZ) for a null mutation of estrogen receptor α (ERα) were sexed and genotyped within
2 days after birth. With this information litters were reconstituted,
forming either same-sex/same-genotype controls, same-sex/mixedgenotype litters of equal numbers of KO and wildtype (WT) individuals, mixed-sex/same-genotype, or mixed-sex/mixed-genotype litters
of equal numbers of male or female young.
We hypothesized that behavioral variations caused by genetic
and developmental factors within the litter environment correlate
with differences in behavior and COX activity in specific brain
areas later in adulthood. Using genetically-modified mice we demonstrate that the sex and genotype ratio of the litter has a powerful
effect on the organization of the neural mechanisms controlling
social and anxiety-related behaviors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
MICE

Mice were produced by mating male and nulliparous female mice HTZ
for a dysfunctional ERα gene, which were backcrossed to C57B/6J
mice. These mice were obtained from the breeding colony maintained
at Rockefeller University. Two to three females were housed with a
male, and, when they were visibly pregnant (3–5 days before the
day of delivery based on post hoc analyses), they were singly housed.
Animal rooms were maintained on a 12:12 h Light:Dark cycle at
constant temperature (22°C) with food (PicoLab Rodent Diet 20,
Oakville, ON, Canada) and water available ad libitum. All procedures
were approved by the Rockefeller University, University of Tsukuba,
and University of Texas Animal Use and Care Committees.
All pups were sexed and genotyped within 2 days of birth and
the litters re-constituted on PND 2. During this period, each pup
received individual identification marks on the body by a Sharpie™
permanent marker, a procedure that was repeated each day. After
genotyping, individuals were identified with individually specific
toe clips for permanent identification. In all instances, HTZ females
that had contributed young to the study served as foster mothers.
Littermates were separated in a systematic manner to insure
that litter source was not overrepresented in each group. Pups were
reared in litters of four; all individuals survived to weaning. As in
previous studies with these animals, individuals continued to be
group-housed with littermates of the same sex and genotype following weaning. Unlike previous studies, individuals were housed
according to genotype (e.g., ♂WT with only ♂WT) after weaning.
Two weeks before behavior testing, all animals were individually
housed. Behavioral testing began at approximately 8 weeks of age
for all mice and included tests of anxiety (Light:Dark transition test)
and of social and aggressive behaviors (resident-intruder test) in
this order. All animal husbandry, testing, and euthanasia followed
approved institutional IACUC guidelines and NIH Guidelines for
the Use of Animals in Research.
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RECONSTITUTION OF LITTERS

Two separate studies were performed, one focusing on males and
the other on females. Experimental litters were reconstituted from
natal litters into one of 16 possible combinations: same-sex, samegenotype; same-sex, mixed-genotype; mixed-sex, same-genotype;
mixed-sex, mixed-genotype totaling more than 450 pups. Only
four litter types of the 16 possible combinations were impossible
to construct in adequate sample sizes and so the present report is
limited to the 12 litter types that were reconstituted in sufficient
sample sizes for statistical analysis. Table 1 details the distribution
of a male or a female animals’ genotype (experimental cohort) with
respect to the sex and genotype of the other half of the animals
in the litter (Sibling Type) along with the number of litters from
each of these groups. The number of individuals and experimental
litters reconstituted from natal litters totaled were as follows: for
males, a total of 200 individuals divided into 39 same-sex, and 22
mixed-sex litters; for females, a total of 168 individuals divided into
42 same-sex, and 13 mixed-sex litters.
As adults an individual of each sex and genotype from the experimental cohort was chosen at random from each of the litters and
tested for anxiety and affiliative behaviors. Another individual was
selected at random for the COX histochemistry. Hence individuals
used for assessment of brain metabolic activity were not tested
before sacrifice, but were the same age as those individuals that
were tested.
BEHAVIORAL TESTING

Light:Dark transition test

The test apparatus consisted of clear plastic box (50 cm × 50 cm ×
35 cm) and a black (light opaque) covered-plastic box (50 cm ×
25 cm × 25 cm) was inserted in one side (the dark side). The black
box had an open doorway (2 cm × 5 cm) that led to the light side of
the apparatus, which was illuminated by a 40-W white bulb. Mice
were moved from the living room to the experimental room at least
1 h before the test. At the beginning of the tests, mice were removed
from their cages, gently placed at the doorway, and released into the
dark side of the apparatus (Ogawa et al., 2003, 2005). A Digiscan
analyzer and software (Omnitech Electronics Inc., Dartmouth, NS,
Table 1 | Sex and genotype combinations in reconstituted litters from
mating mice heterozygous for estrogen receptor α (WT, wildtype; KO,
knockout). The “individual” rows indicate the experimental cohort (mice in
which dependent variables were measured) while the columns “Sibling Type”
indicates the stimulus cohort (siblings used as independent variables). All litters
consisted of four individuals. A single individual from each litter was used in the
behavioral studies and another used for cytochrome oxidase histochemistry.
Sibling type
♂WT

♂KO

♀WT

♀KO

♂WT

11

7

7

6

♂KO

11

10

NA

NA

♀WT

11

NA

17

11

♀KO

11

NA

8

6

Individual

NA means not available as the number of litters created for these groups did not
reach the minimum required of six.
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Canada) were used to collect and store horizontal-activity, which
was monitored by infrared beams. For each mouse, total activity
(total number of beam breaks) and cumulative time spent in each
compartment were recorded during 10 min tests. Gonadally intact
male and female mice were tested once at 8 weeks of age.

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

Data reduction performed with principal component (PC) analysis
was used to decompose the full set of all nuclei influences between
one another into eigenvectors or PCs that selected a few nuclei that
were contributing to most of the variance. In this study, PCs were

Resident-intruder test

To determine if litter composition influences affiliative behavior
in adulthood, mice were tested in a resident-intruder paradigm
as in previous studies from this laboratory (Ogawa et al., 1996,
1997, 1998a,b). All individuals were gonadally intact. In females,
the stage of estrous cycle at the time of testing was not determined
for experimental females. Behavior tests lasted for 15 min during
the dark phase (4–8 h after lights off) under red light. Experimental
males were tested with olfactory bulbectomized C57BL/6J male
intruders and females were tested with ovariectomized C57BL/6J
female intruders. Cumulative duration of social interaction including sniffing, genital licking, and grooming was recorded for each
experimental mouse. Experimental males and females were tested
on two consecutive days at 9 weeks of age.
STATISTICS FOR BEHAVIORAL MEASURES

Behavioral data were analyzed after they were log-transformed, if
necessary, so as to normalize the distributions and remove nonhomogeneity. They were then analyzed for group differences of
each sex by ANOVAs followed by t-test post hoc analyses.
TISSUE PREPARATION AND CYTOCHROME OXIDASE IMAGING

Brains were removed immediately following decapitation and prepared for COX imaging as per Gonzalez-Lima and Cada (1998). The
same individual measured all of the areas after extensive training in
neuroanatomy. All measures were done blind, the key being broken
only after the completion of all measurements.
For the purposes of comparing COX activity between each
batch, a two-way ANOVA was performed using whole brain
(WB) measures that were partitioned into the factors of three
anatomical regions and into the batches in which these brains
were stained. The three anatomical regions (rostral, medial, and
caudal) as well as the nuclei measured are depicted in Figure 1.
Testing the arbitrary subdivisions of the mouse brain with a small
representative random sample of the study population (n = 12)
indicated that further subdivision of WB regions from the original
subdivisions did not yield significant regional effects on individual
nuclei activity after normalization (two-way ANOVA, F = 0.845,
df = 9, p = 0.575). This finding suggests that subdivision into three
regions is sufficient to capture the regional variation in WB activity.
Normalization is used to correct for observed staining variability
and allow comparisons between different groups of animals or
nuclei. For normalization, the average COX activity of a given
nucleus was divided by the respective averaged regional WB COX
activity for each individual to generate this value for normalized
nucleus activity. This correction was made for all nuclei in the
entire population of experimental animals and was used in all
subsequent analyses other than ANOVA comparisons; in the latter instance a two-way ANOVA was performed for the factors of
Genotype and Sex for WB activity and for each of the 20 nuclei
using Hochberg’s GT2 post hoc analysis.
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FIGURE 1 | Left column is a composite of sample mouse brain images
histochemically stained for cytochrome oxidase with immediate right
column delineating the boundaries of nuclei measured in yellow in the
corresponding coronal sections in Paxinos and Franklin (2001); the
bottom left number refers to Bregma and the bottom right number refers
to the figure number.
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derived in iteratively repeated attempts to account for as much of
the variance in the original correlation matrix as possible, with each
subsequent PC accounting for less variance than the PC before it.
A plot of these ordered eigenvalues is called a SCREE plot, and
can be used to help visually interpret the following criteria for the
significance of a PC as outlined by Ecker et al. (2007) (Figure 2):
(1) Kaiser’s rule, stated in the following way: l 2 > 1, was used to
find PCs that account for non-trivial variance within the correlation matrix (Loehlin, 2004).
(2) If only a few PCs account for most of the variance, as would
be expected in the case where there was some amount of shared variance between multiple nuclei, then a few PCs would
have a high l 2 and the rest would have a low l 2. If one PC’s
eigenvalue ln2, where n is the index representing the ordered
occurrence of each PC, accounts for more variance than the
following PCs, then (ln2 − ln2+1 ) – the difference between the large
eigenvalue and the subsequent smaller eigenvalue – should be
large in comparison to the difference between the next pair of
eigenvalues (ln2+1 − ln2+2 ). Following this reasoning, Ecker et al.
(2007) used Equation 1 to determine the significance of the
nth PC:

FIGURE 2 | SCREE plots corresponding to the amount of variance that each
eigenvalue accounts for. The largest point on the left of each plot is the
eigenvalue representing the first principal component derived, which is the first in
an iterative process of attempting to account for as much variance as possible in
the correlation matrix and its subsequent residual matrices. A precipitous slope, as
seen in each SCREE plot, indicates that the amount of variance accounted for by
the following component is not nearly as great as the previous. This observation is
the basis of Eq. 1. For males each plot shows a main component and a few less
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ln2 − ln2+1
≥ 3.0
ln2+1 − ln2+2

(1)

Each time that this equation is true, a significant drop in
the eigenvalues has occurred, and should correspond to a
large drop on the SCREE plot.
(3) Only eigenvalues occurring before the end of the first series
of large drops in the SCREE plot are considered significant.
This is also called the elbow criterion after Catell (1966) for
reasons that become apparent when viewing Figure 2.
Principal components analysis (PCA) was used to derive PCs
from a data set containing all males (n = 37) and later all females
(n = 34) in their respective studies that had no missing values for a
given set of nuclei used in their analyses. The analysis was also used
on each sex for subsets of each of the genotypes used in the analysis.
In all, PC analysis was performed three times for each sex: once
for all animals in the parsed data set, again for the WT, and then
KO within those data sets. After the significant PCs for each group
were determined, the coefficients of each nucleus for the significant
PCs were checked against the following criterion: if the value of
the coefficient was found to be greater than 0.60, then the nucleus

significant components that quickly become trivial (triviality is λ2 < 1, see Table 4),
indicating that among the 20 nuclei considered there is an underlying group of
nuclei that is primarily driving the strength of the correlation matrix. Females show
a less steep slope. Eigenvalues shown in SCREE plots were derived using
principal component analysis for males on the top row and females on the bottom.
Top row: (A): all males (♂WT + ♂KO; n = 37), (B): ♂WT only (n = 21), and
(C): ♂KO only (n = 16). Bottom row: (A): all females (♀WT + ♀KO; n = 34),
(B): ♀WT only (n = 17), and (C): ♀KO only (n = 17).
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of that coefficient is placed into a set of nuclei for further analysis
using Pearson’s bivariate correlation along with the jackknifing procedure. All nuclei found significant in a single PC were considered
independently of the nuclei considered in another PC unless the
same nuclei occurred with a coefficient greater than 0.60 in both
PCs; this rule had one exception during analysis of the male tissue
that served as a control. The coefficient value used in this analysis
was selected for its ability to separate nuclei into smaller groups
that did not have a large number of shared nuclei and following
the observation that nuclei values below this coefficient were often
much lower (0.00–0.30) than the value of 0.6.
INTER-REGIONAL CORRELATIONS IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY

Each nucleus selected from a given PC was subjected to a modified
jackknifing procedure similar to that used by Sakata et al. (2000) to
find correlations that were consistently significant between nuclei.
To find group differences when appropriate, groups were segregated
into subsets of the full data set depending upon an experimental
factor (i.e., Genotype or Sibling Type) and then subjected to the
jackknifing procedure. Correlations found to be significant after
jackknifing in multiple groups were tested for a statistically significant difference in correlations between groups. This was done
by taking the correlation coefficient from each n − 1 step in the
jackknifing procedure and comparing this set of correlations with
the equivalent correlations in the comparison group using the t-test
with assumed unequal variance.
LIMBIC LANDSCAPES

For visualization of how discrete nuclei are modified by the litter
environment, the limbic landscape method described in Crews et al.
(2006) was utilized.

RESULTS
BEHAVIOR: MALES

FIGURE 3 | Litter composition affects the sociosexual behaviors of adult
male and female estrogen receptor α knockout (ERKO) mice.
(A) Represents the duration (seconds) of aggressive bouts exhibited by male
mice in resident-intruder tests. (B) Represents the duration seconds) of social
contact exhibited by females in resident-intruder tests. Mean and SE is
indicated; letters above bars indicate significant differences.

Resident-intruder test

Aggression in male mice was significantly influenced by both the
Sex and Genotype of the littermates (Figure 3A). When raised in
litters having either ♂KO or ♀KO littermates, ♂WT were more
aggressive than when raised in litters containing either ♂WT or
♀WT littermates. KO males were not aggressive when raised in
litters containing either ♂KO or ♂WT littermates.

in the latter instance ♀KO were not significantly from those raised
with ♀KO sisters. In contrast, ♀KO raised with ♂WT brothers were
not different from ♀WT regardless of litter type.
Light:Dark transition test

There were no significant differences among females according to
the Sex or Genotype of their littermates.

Light:Dark transition test

The cumulative duration spent in the light compartment was significantly increased in ♂WT mice raised with ♀WT littermates,
but not when raised with ♀KO littermates (Figure 4). The latency
to move to the light compartment was increased by the presence
of ♂KO or ♀KO pups in the litter, but not when the littermates
were ♀WT or ♂WT.
BEHAVIOR: FEMALES

Resident-intruder test

Overall, ♀KO reared only with ♀KO sisters showed significantly less
social contact in the resident-intruder test compared to ♀WT raised
with ♀WT sisters or when raised with ♀KO or ♂WT littermates
(Figure 3B). Social contact time in ♀KO mice was increased by the
presence of ♂WT brothers or ♀WT sisters in the litter; although
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CYTOCHROME OXIDASE ACTIVITY: MALES

There was a significant effect (p < 0.01) on WB activity due to
Sibling Type but not to Genotype or an interaction between the
Sibling Type and Genotype (Table 2). Further analysis (two-way
ANOVA with WB region and Sibling Type as main factors) indicated no significant effect of Sibling Type on interaction between
regional WB activity and Sibling Type (F = 0.112, df = 6, p = 0.995).
A Bonferroni corrected post hoc analysis of these results for Sibling
Type revealed that male mice raised with KO brothers had an
increased level of WB activity with respect to males raised with
WT brothers (p = 0.016).
Subsequent analysis on individual non-normalized male
nuclei using a two-way ANOVA for Genotype and Sibling type
with Hochberg’s GT2 post hoc indicated that significant differences
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FIGURE 5 | Sibling Type affects metabolic activity in limbic nuclei of male
mice in this study. Hochberg’s GT2 post hoc analysis for a two-way ANOVA
comparing sibling type and genotype effects per nucleus showed only
significant sibling type effects on metabolic activity in 5 of the 20 limbic nuclei
studied in the male mice. Mean and 95% confidence intervals depicted with
one asterisk indicating a significance of p < 0.05 and two asterisks a
significance of p < 0.01. Abbreviations: BSTMA, bed nucleus of the stria
terminalis medial division, anterior; AHA, anterior hypothalamic area, anterior;
MeAPD, medial amygdaloid (MeA) nucleus, posterodorsal; MeAPV, medial
amygdaloid (MeA) nucleus, posteroventral; VMHVL, ventromedial
hypothalamic nucleus, ventrolateral.

FIGURE 4 | The presence of different genotype of littermates influence
later adult behavior in gonadally intact adult male estrogen receptor α
knockout (ERKO) mice in Light:Dark transition tests. (A) Represents the
time (s) spent in the light compartment. (B) Indicates the latency to emerge to
the light compartment. Mean and SE is indicated; letters above bars indicate
significant differences.

Table 2 | Two-way ANOVA based on the effect an individual’s Genotype
and Sibling Type has on cytochrome oxidase activity in whole brain
measures of limbic areas in male and female mice raised in
reconstituted litters.
Variable

df

F-value

Significance

Genotype

1

7.435

0.518

Sibling Type

3

7.436

0.005

Genotype X Sibling type

1

0.095

0.540

Genotype

1

72.319

0.000

Sibling Type

2

20.511

0.000

Genotype X Sibling type

2

2.683

0.069

MALES

FEMALES

were attributable only to Sibling type and not to Genotype type,
conferring with the results seen in the WB analysis. In five of the 20
nuclei measured (BSTMA, AHA, MeAPD, MeAPV, and VMHVL)
(Figure 5), males raised with WT brothers had significantly lower
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mean COX activity (p < 0.05) compared to males raised with
KO brothers. For example, ♂WT raised with WT brothers had
significantly lower average metabolic activity in the AHA, BSTMA,
MeAPD, and MeAPV when compared to ♂WT raised with KO
brothers, and lower activity in the MeAPV and VMHVL relative
to ♂WT raised with WT sisters.
CYTOCHROME OXIDASE ACTIVITY: FEMALES

Analysis of female WB activity showed that both the experimental factors of Genotype and Sibling Type significantly affected
the mean WB activity (Table 2). Comparison of the means for
Genotype shows that ♀WT show a greater overall WB activity
when compared to ♀KO (p < 0.001). A Bonferroni post hoc analysis
showed female mice raised with ♀WT siblings had a significantly
greater (p < 0.01) mean WB activity when compared to females
raised with ♂WT or ♀KO littermates. These results for females
differ from results for males as males had no significant effect
of Genotype on WB, and the effect of Sibling Type on each sex
appears to differ reciprocally.
A two-way ANOVA on each nucleus using the factors of Sibling
Type and Genotype with Hochberg’s GT2 post hoc analysis indicate
that both Sibling Type and Genotype caused significant (p < 0.05)
mean differences in certain nuclei activities for the females. In 10
nuclei the mean COX activity differed significantly for Genotype:
cMPOA (p = 0.013), AHA (p = 0.009), PaN (p = 0.004), MeAA
(p = 0.005), CeA (p = 0.033), VMH (p = 0.001), MeAPV (p = 0.049),
VMHDM (p = 0.027), and VMHVL (p = 0.004). In each, the ♀KO
had consistently lower mean nuclei activity, which agrees with the
lower activity seen for the same comparison with mean WB activity
in females. The analysis also showed a less extensive affect on mean
nuclei activity due to Sibling Type, with significant effects found
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only in the cMPOA (p = 0.016), AHA (p = 0.043), and VMHVL
(p = 0.017).
CORRELATIONS IN CYTOCHROME OXIDASE ACTIVITY IN
MALES AND FEMALES

After assessing the effects on overall mean activity of the WB and
individual nuclei, interactions between the nuclei were assessed
for significance. An initial analysis using Pearson’s bivariate correlations on normalized nuclei measures with a two-tailed test of
significance showed that males had 83 out of 190 possible pairwise correlations significant at p < 0.05 and 60 out of 190 pair-wise
correlations significant at p < 0.01 without jackknifing. Females
showed 87 out of 210 possible interactions that were significant at
p < 0.05, and 37 out of 210 at p < 0.01 (the increased number of
possible interactions due to the inclusion of extra nuclei). When
females are compared to the males, the fraction of significant interactions and number of reliably significant interactions is lower in
females. This indicates that female nuclei interactions, as shown
by correlated COX activity between nuclei tested, are probably not
as strong as that shown in males.
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS, INTER-REGIONAL CORRELATIONS
IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY, AND LIMBIC LANDSCAPES

To find functionally interactive networks, PCs were extracted for
three different groups in each sex, making a total of six groups
overall. These groups were all ♂(both WT and KO), all ♀ (both
WT and KO), ♂WT males only, ♀WT only, ♂KO only, and ♀KO
only. Finally, the Limbic Landscape method described in Crews
et al. (2006) to illustrate how activity in a defined network of limbic
nuclei was modified by the litter environment.
Males

Principal components analysis. Principal components for males
were extracted for three different groups: all males (♂WT and
♂KO), ♂WT only, and ♂KO only. The plots of sequentially derived
eigenvalues are given as SCREE plots for each group subjected to
PCA, shown in Figure 2. Using the eigenvalues derived from PCA,
the three criteria for determining significant PCs were applied to
the eigenvalues of each PC in the three groups. Those eigenvalues
that passed the first criterion of l 2 > 1 are given in Tables 3A,B
along with the test for significance based on Eq. 1 from the second
criterion; there was no case where the third criterion was invalid
and all other criteria were found significant.
When both ♂WT and ♂KO were combined there were two
significant PCs (significance ≥ 3.0) and when ♂WT and ♂KO
males were considered separately, there was only one significant PC in each. The significant PCs in the individual ♂WT and
♂KO groups had several nuclei with coefficients greater than
0.60 (Table 3A) that shared coefficients of similar strength to
those in the PCA of combined males. Furthermore, in the ♂WT
and ♂KO groups the second, non-significant PC (included for
comparison in Table 3A) differed from the first significant PC in
its respective group for the values of its coefficients, but shared
many similarities in coefficient values with the significant PC of
the other male group as well as a significant PC of the combined
males group. For example, the second PC for ♂WT was dissimilar
to the first PC in that group, but similar to the first significant
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PC in ♂KO and the second significant PC in the combined males
group (Table 3A).
After consideration, the similarity between PCs in each group of
males suggests only two significant PCs that are consistent across
genotype. Consequently, nuclei with a coefficient greater than 0.60 in
significant PCs believed to be similar were placed together to represent one of the two putatively conserved clusters of nuclei (Table 3B).
The first significant cluster contained several rostral amygdalar and
hypothalamic nuclei. This cluster was labeled as the male rostral
limbic cluster (mRLC) and contained the following nuclei: AVPe,
cMPOA, AHA, PaN, VMH, MeAA, CeA, and ACo. The second cluster
was labeled the male caudal limbic cluster (mCLC) and contained
hypothalamic and amygdalar nuclei that were caudal to those used
in the mRLC. The nuclei in the mCLC were VMH, PaN, MeAPD,
MeAPV, VMHDM, and VMHVL. The inclusion of the PaN, which
was not significant in any PCs of the mCLC, served as a control of
between cluster correlations as the VMH showed strong correlations
in both clusters. It also served as a control for demonstrating that the
choice of 0.6 as the coefficient of significance was reasonable.
Inter-regional correlations in metabolic activity. Before the jackknifing procedure could be conducted, the combined male data set
was subdivided into groups of shared experimental traits. These
groups consisted of all animals that had the same treatment with
regard to a given experimental variable. For example, ♂WT mice
raised with either ♂WT or ♂KO brothers shared a similar Genotype
but not Sibling Type, and were grouped together to form a ♂WT
group for Genotype comparison. When the groups had been appropriately partitioned, only the nuclei within a certain cluster were
used during the jackknifing procedure for that group. At the completion of jackknifing all groups had been jackknifed for both the
mRLC and the mCLC (Table 1A in Supplementary Material). In
many groups there were still several between nuclei correlations
that maintained significance at α = 0.05 throughout the jackknifing
procedure. Further analysis also used a values of α = 0.02 and 0.01.
Within each colored cell of Table 1A in Supplementary Material is
the averaged pair-wise correlation coefficient following jackknifing
for the two nuclei that are denoted above and to the right of the cell.
The significance of each correlation, significant and insignificant,
is shown in Table 1B in Supplementary Material. Only half of each
table is shown due to the symmetric nature of a pair-wise correlations table. Those correlations that were not significantly different
from r = 0 at α = 0.05 were deemed insignificant and were not
included in Table 1B in Supplementary Material. If after jackknifing
two nuclei maintain a significant correlation, then the two nuclei
may be considered functionally associated, coupled, or connected.
If functional connections were found between comparable groups,
then a t-test with an assumption of unequal variance was performed
on the correlation coefficients for the connection in each group.
This analysis yielded several significant differences for functional
connections between different Genotypes and Sibling Types.
Several nuclei showed functional associations in both ♂WT and
♂KO mice (Figure 6, top panel), while other functional associations
were unique to ♂WT and ♂KO mice (Figure 6, bottom panel).
Common functional associations, at α = 0.01, were found among
the amygdalar nuclei in the mRLC are: the ACo with the CeA and
MeAA, and the MeAA with the CeA, PaN and VMH. In the mCLC
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Table 3 | (A) Principal component analysis (PCA) of three groups of males [all males, wildtype (WT) males only, and estrogen receptor α knockout (ERKO)
males only]. For each group there were 20 principal components (PCs), but only those given below satisfied the first criterion of l 2 > 1. Significant eigenvalues,
marked as bolded numbers with asterisks, satisfied the second and third criterion. Other eigenvalues that shared similarities to significant eigenvalues in
other groups are marked with a tilde (∼). Both marked eigenvalues correspond to PCs that were considered in later analyses. (B) Rotated component matrix
with significant PCs derived from the principal component analysis displayed in Table 3A. The columns are the significant PCs and PCs of shared similarity to
significant PCs in other groups. The coefficient value for each PC is given after VARIMAX rotation.
All ♂
Eigenvalue

♂WT only

% Variance

Sign.

Eigenvalue

♂ERKO only

% Variance

Sign.

Eigenvalue

% Variance

Sign.

A. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
1

7.687

38.436

*8.247

7.363

36.814

*4.306

8.638

43.192

*5.973

2

2.582

12.910

*3.729

3.165

15.827

∼2.196

3.340

16.698

∼1.358

3

1.963

9.817

0.359

2.190

10.951

0.807

2.453

12.266

1.355

4

1.797

8.985

1.715

1.746

8.728

2.381

1.800

9.000

0.828

5

1.334

6.670

0.787

1.196

5.978

0.239

1.318

6.590

0.791

6

1.064

5.321

0.476
All ♂

*1

♂WT only
*2

*1

♂ERKO only
2

*1

2

B. MATRIX COMPONENT
rMPOA
BST

0.04

−0.05

0.22

0.01

0.11

−0.18

−0.07

0.07

−0.05

−0.10

0.06

−0.05

BSTMA

0.40

0.25

0.13

0.25

0.29

0.45

AVPe

0.52

−0.15

*0.70

0.04

−0.13

0.52

Pe

0.15

0.06

0.41

0.09

0.20

0.06

MPOA

0.19

0.21

0.41

0.36

0.23

0.11

BSTMPM

0.08

−0.07

0.01

−0.26

0.12

0.07

cMPOA

0.53

0.31

*0.67

0.44

0.35

0.43

ACo

*0.84

0.25

*0.92

0.07

0.57

0.66

AHA

*0.78

0.14

*0.69

0.22

0.21

0.87

PaN

*0.84

0.19

*0.66

0.47

0.14

0.95

CeA

*0.84

0.19

*0.89

0.04

0.45

0.71

MeAA

*0.84

0.22

*0.84

0.04

0.46

0.73

MHb

0.25

0.00

0.36

0.07

0.05

0.20

LHb

−0.13

0.06

−0.05

0.14

−0.05

−0.23

VMH

0.56

0.45

*0.65

0.28

*0.78

0.36

MeAPD

0.38

*0.81

0.15

0.71

*0.84

0.35

MeAPV

0.26

*0.90

−0.05

0.90

*0.86

0.36

VMHDM

0.22

*0.80

0.28

0.83

*0.87

0.12

VMHDL

0.09

*0.86

0.12

0.90

*0.90

0.05

Asterisk indicates nuclei with a coefficient greater than 0.60 in significant PCs. These significant nuclei were placed in a cluster of nuclei representative of one of
the two putatively conserved PCs. These probable conserved clusters can be noted by comparing coefficient values between PCs thought to conform to the same
cluster such as PC 1 in all ♂ mice, PC 1 in ♂WT only, and PC 2 in ♂KO only. Significant values and PCs are indicated by bold numbers with asterisks.

common associations were between proximal subnuclei – the
MeAPD with the MeAPV and the VMHVL with the VMHDM. It
should be noted that there were no significant associations between
these two clusters that are shared across genotypes.
Given the large number of functional associations shared by
either genotype, there were still many functional associations that
were unique to ♂WT mice. In the mRLC these include associations by the AHA with the cMPOA, CeA, PaN, VMH, and MeAA;
by the VMH with the PaN, AVPe; and by the CeA with the cMPOA.
In the mCLC of the ♂WT mice, unique functional associations
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are limited to the MeAPV with the VMHDM and VMHVL. In
the ♂KO mice there are fewer functional associations: in the
mRLC these are made by the cMPOA with the VMH and the
MeAA and by the CeA with the PaN. In the mCLC, ♂KO mice
had a functional association of the VMH with the MeAPD and
the MeAPV.
Similarly, there were common functional associations among
males that are housed with either ♂WT or ♂KO brothers (Figure 7,
top panel), but other functional associations that were unique to
males raised with ♂WT or ♂KO brothers (Figure 7, bottom panel).
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FIGURE 6 | Effect of the individual’s Genotype on functional connectivity
in male mice independent of the sibling’s genotype or sex. Top panel
indicates functional connections common to ♂WT and ♂ERKO mice. Bottom
panel indicates functional connections unique to ♂WT (left) or ♂ERKO mice

Common associations were found among the amygdalar nuclei: the
ACo with CeA, the CeA with MeAA, and the MeAA with the VMH
in the mRLC. Functional associations also occurred between the
MeAPD and MeAPV and between the VMHDM and VMHVL in the
mCLC. Again, there were no significant associations between nuclei
of the mRLC and mCLC suite of nuclei shared between Sibling Type
groups. As with the male mice in this study, having a WT brother
resulted in a number of unique functional associations, including
significant associations between nuclei in the mRLC and mCLC
suite of nuclei (Figure 7, top panel). These included associations
of the PaN with the CeA, AHA, and VMH; the AHA with the VMH
and cMPOA; and the cMPOA with the VMH in the mRLC. In the
mCLC, the MeAPV associated with the PaN, VMH, and VMHVL.
There were only two functional associations unique to males having
KO brothers, and these were between the ACo and the MeAA in the
mRLC and between the MeAPV and the VMHVL in the mCLC.
The paucity of interactions for males raised with ♂KO may be due
to the small sample size.
Limbic landscapes. To illustrate changes in the metabolic activity in selected nuclei (BNSTma; AVPe; MPOA; AHA; MeAPD;
MeAPV; VMHVL) with defined neural connections, it is clear
that the effect of having KO brothers or sisters in the litter have
different consequences on WT males (Figure 8, bottom row).
Further, in the mixed-sex, mixed-genotype litters, the effect of
the genotype of the brothers or sisters had different effects on
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(right). Connections based on Table 1A in Supplementary Material, α = 0.01.
Each series of nuclei encircled by a dotted line represents a limbic cluster. The
left circle in the foreground is the mRLC and the right circle in the background is
the mCLC.

the limbic landscape of WT males (Figure 8, right column). The
effect of Genotype in all-male litters indicated an overall decrease
in activity, but no differences in activity pattern among the nuclei
(Figure 9).
Females

Principal components analysis. In order to further compare the
functional connectivity between males and females PCA was
performed as before on three different groups generated from a
subset of the female study population. Because of a large number
of missing nuclei measures for individual animals, the full set
of animals and nuclei had to be parsed to avoid the problem
of missing values when performing PCA. The data set was then
optimized for the maximum number of animals and nuclei.
The best result featured 34 animals and 13 nuclei. Those nuclei
were the LSI, MPOA, Pe, ACo, MeAA, CeAA, VMH, LHb, MHb,
MeAPD, MeAPV, VMHDM, and VMHVL. It should be noted
that the number of female animals used for PCA is nearly the
same size as that used in the PCA of males, but with seven fewer
nuclei considered. The types of groups used for PCA were discussed above.
The results of PCA for the three female groups can be visualized
using the SCREE plots (Figure 2), and the analysis for significant
PCs (Tables 4A,B). The number of significant PCs between groups
and significant nuclei in each of those PCs are dissimilar to the
results found in males. When all females were considered in the
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FIGURE 7 | Effect of sibling genotype on functional connectivity in male mice
that were raised in litters consisting of ♂WT or ♂KO brothers independent of
the genotype of the individual. Top panel indicate functional connections
common to males having either WT or KO brothers. Bottom panel indicates

PCA there was only one significant PC, and the nuclei that showed
significance were all amygdalar: ACo, MeAA, CeA, MeAPD, MeAPV.
Although the subdivided groups of ♀WT and ♀KO females were
evenly numbered at 17, PCA performed on each group resulted
in PCs with significant nuclei that were not represented in both
genotypes. The significant PCs and the significant nuclei within
each of those PCs for all three groups (Table 4A) indicated one
significant PC for all females, four significant PCs for ♀WT, and
three significant PCs for ♀KO females (Figures 10 and 11).
These results differ from males due to two reasons: (i) There
was a significant PC (PC2) in WT females with no analog in ♀KO
females. (ii) Unlike males, where almost all significant nuclei in similar PCs were at or near significance between genotypes, similar PCs
in females only contained a majority of shared significant nuclei
between genotypes. Also, when comparing similar PCs between
genotypes many nuclei showing significance in one genotype were
not even near significance in the other.
Inter-regional correlations in metabolic activity. Although these
significant clusters were less conserved than in the males, a jackknifing analysis was still conducted by genotype to distinguish the nature
of the connectivity between different genotypes and to indicate
qualitatively the difference between sexes. From the three possible
similar PCs, only two showed an indication of multinuclei connections or clusters (>2 shared nuclei, with a majority of the nuclei
in each PC shared) among female mice (Table 4B). These clusters
shared some similarities to males in the nuclei considered, but were
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functional connections unique to males having WT brothers (left) or KO brothers
(right). Connections based on Table 1A in Supplementary Material, α = 0.01. Each
series of nuclei encircled by a dotted line represents a limbic cluster. The left circle
in the foreground is the mRLC and the right circle in the background is the mCLC.

otherwise quite distinct (Figures 10 and 11). The more rostral of the
two clusters, the female rostral limbic cluster contained the Pe, ACo,
MeAA, CeA, MeAPD, and MeAPV, while the more caudal cluster,
female caudal limbic cluster contained the LHb, MeAPV, VMH,
VMHDM, and VMHVL. Like the males, the females maintained a
cluster of nuclei associated with the amygdala and a cluster associated with the VMH and subnuclei, however this appeared to be
the extent of the similarity. As before, nuclei were selected to enter
into the cluster if significance was shown in either of the putative
clusters. Results of the jackknifing can be seen in Table 4B for a
comparison of genotype, and further demonstrated the differing
nature of male and female connectivity.
Limbic landscapes. Mapping the limbic landscape in selected nuclei
with defined neural connections, it is clear that the effect of having
KO brothers or sisters in the litter have different consequences on
WT females (Figure 12, bottom row). Further, in the mixed-sex,
mixed-genotype litters, the effect of the genotype of the brothers
or sisters had different effects on the limbic landscape of WT males
(Figure 8, right column). The effect of Genotype in all male litters
indicted an overall decrease in activity, but no differences in the
pattern of activity among the nuclei (Figure 9).

DISCUSSION
An individual’s genotype interacts with its environment throughout life to continuously shape the phenotype. In mammals, the
formative environment for social and anxiety-related behaviors
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FIGURE 8 | The Sex and Genotype of siblings in the litter influences
metabolic activity in the limbic landscape of adult male mice wildtype
(WT) for the estrogen receptor a gene. Limbic landscapes of ♂WT raised
with brothers or sisters of the same or different genotype are depicted.
Illustrated is the mean cytochrome oxidase (COX) activity in each nucleus of
each ♂WT. Groups are presented according to the type of sibling with which
the ♂WT individual was raised; ♂WT; ♂KO; ♀WT; ♀KO. The limbic landscape
maps on the bottom row give the difference between the ♂WT/♂WT and
♂WT/♀WT (left) and the ♂WT/♂WT and ♂WT/♀KO maps (right), indicating the
effect of the sister’s genotype on ♂WT. The far right column indicates the effect

of sibling’s genotype; on the right top is the effect of the brother’s genotype
and in the middle row is the effect of sister’s genotype; the far right column is
the difference between the ♂WT/♂WT and ♂WT/♂KO (top right) and the
♂WT/♀WT and ♂WT/♀KO maps (middle right). The nuclei are presented in a
clockwise fashion reflecting a rostral-caudal dimension: main bed nucleus of
the stria terminalis (BNSTma); anteroventral periventricular nucleus (AVPe);
medial preoptic area (MPOA); anterior hypothalamus, anterior (AHA); medial
amygdaloid nucleus, posterodorsal (MeAPD); medial amygdaloid nucleus,
posteroventral (MeAPV); ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus, ventrolateral
(VMHVL).

FIGURE 9 | The genotype of brothers in the litter influences metabolic
activity in the limbic landscape of adult male estrogen receptor α knockout
mice (♂KO). Groups presented according to the type of sibling with which the

male was raised (with ♂KO or ♂WT brothers). The limbic landscape map on the
right represents the difference between ♂KO/♂KO litter and ♂KO/♂WT litter, or
the Effect of the Brother’s Genotype on ♂KO mice. Other details as in Figure 8.

is the family unit; in the case of rodents, this is the litter and the
mother-young bond. A deciding factor in this environment is the
sex ratio of the litter and, in the case of mice lacking functional
copies of gene(s), the ratio of the various genotypes in the litter.
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A summary of the behavioral data obtained with males indicate
that when raised in litters having either ♂KO or ♀KO littermates,
♂WT are more aggressive than when raised in litters containing
either ♂WT or ♀WT littermates. KO males are not aggressive
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Table 4 | (A) Principal component analysis of three groups of female mice [all females, wildtype (WT) females only, and knockout (KO) females only]. For each
group there were 21 principal components (PCs), but only those given below satisfied the first criterion of λ2 > 1. Significant eigenvalues, marked as bolded
numbers with asterisks, satisfied the second and third criterion. Other eigenvalues that shared similarities to significant eigenvalues in other groups are
marked with a tilde (∼). Both marked eigenvalues correspond to PCs that were considered in later analyses. (B) Rotated component matrix for groups of
female mice with significant PCs derived from the principal component analysis displayed in Table 4. The columns below are the significant PCs; there were
no insignificant PCs of shared similarity. The coefficient value for each PC is given after VARIMAX rotation.
All ♀
Eigenvalue

♀WT only

% Variance

Sign.

Eigenvalue

♀ERKO only

% Variance

Sign.

Eigenvalue

% Variance

Sign.

A. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
1

3.935

30.268

*4.786

4.629

35.604

*2.179

3.950

30.383

*1.529

2

2.081

16.006

2.879

2.690

20.689

*1.901

2.691

20.700

*1.323
*5.974

3

1.693

13.026

0.250

1.800

13.844

*0.793

1.868

14.369

4

1.559

11.991

2.408

1.332

10.244

*10.342

1.246

9.585

0.376

5

1.021

7.851

0.796

0.742

5.706

0.083

1.142

8.784

0.637

6

3.935

30.268

4.786

4.629

35.604

2.179

3.950

30.383

1.529

All ♀
*1

♀WT only
*1

*2

♀ERKO only

*3

*4

*1

*2

*3

B. MATRIX NUCLEI
LSI

−0.002

0.240

*0.771

0.207

−0.246

−0.183

0.033

−0.036

MPOA

−0.023

−0.195

*0.875

−0.029

−0.277

0.100

0.074

−0.007

0.137

−0.139

*0.839

−0.080

0.237

*0.721

−0.164

0.148

*0.755

*0.874

0.150

0.130

−0.212

*0.775

0.364

−0.152
−0.393

PE
ACO
MEAA

*0.885

*0.946

0.083

0.073

−0.006

*0.786

0.069

CEA

*0.858

*0.904

−0.138

−0.185

0.085

*0.835

0.178

0.006

VMH

0.258

−0.113

0.229

*0.697

−0.472

0.386

*0.831

−0.112

LHb

−0.254

−0.146

0.311

*−0.796

0.048

−0.290

−0.103

*0.899

MHb

0.117

0.041

−0.109

0.060

*0.865

0.121

0.037

*0.864

MEAPD

*0.648

*0.820

−0.204

0.261

0.160

0.280

0.192

0.338

MEAPV

*0.726

*0.873

−0.125

0.236

0.112

0.387

*0.650

0.246

VMHDM

−0.017

0.067

0.374

*0.727

0.414

−0.131

*0.736

−0.007

Asterisk bolded numbers indicate nuclei with a coefficient greater than 0.60 in significant PCs.

when raised in litters containing either ♂KO or ♂WT littermates.
Anxiety-like behaviors, reflected in behavior in the Light:Dark box,
were modified in WT males if they had WT sisters in the litter, an
effect that was absent if the sisters were KO mice. A summary of
the behavioral data obtained with females indicate that the social
behavioral profile of ♀KO mice is most clearly distinguished from
that of ♀WT mice when ♀KO mice are raised in litters containing only ♀KO mice; ♀KO mice raised with ♂WT mice behave
similarly. ♀KO mice are more similar to ♂WT mice than they are
to ♀WT mice in their behavior, metabolic activity, and functional
connectivity, suggesting that ♀KO mice play a male-type role in
the preweaning sibling environment.
Regarding the effect of Genotype and Sex ratios of the litter on
brain metabolic activity later in adulthood, it is noteworthy that
♂WT and ♂KO do not differ in their WB metabolic activity, but
when male mice were raised in litters having ♂KO, or females of
either Genotype, overall brain activity was higher than if raised
in litters having only WT males. In females, those having ♀WT
siblings had higher WB activity, and the presence of ♀KO or ♂WT
siblings had the effect of lowering WB activity. Whether this and the
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other observed effects were due to direct interactions of the pups,
or indirectly a consequence of differences in maternal behavior
with different types of litters is not known. It appears there may
be a neural mechanism affected by the sex of the individual that
reinforces the complete activation or depression of COX activity
when a WT sibling of the same sex is present. This can be taken
to mean that a WT sibling of the same sex induces a physiological
or neurological response that alters nuclei and WB activity. Since
KO and opposite sex siblings do not induce this response, there is
likely some differentiation by the individual (or possibly mother)
of what is a normal sibling.
Most social information is gained through olfaction in rodents
and, after transduction of chemosensory signals, transmitted through
well-defined neural circuits (Blaustein, 2008; De Vries and Simerly,
2002; Hull and Rodriguez-Manzo, 2008; Newman, 1999). Prominent
nuclei in this system are the medial amygdala (including the MEAA,
MeAPD, and MeAPV), which project to the bed nucleus of the stria
terminalis (including the BST, BSTMA, and BSTMPM) and, in turn,
to the medial preoptic area and anterior hypothalamus. In the present
study COX activity in the MeAPD, MeAPV, BSTMA, and AHA, was
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FIGURE 10 | Effect of the individual’s genotype on functional connectivity
in female mice independent of the sibling’s genotype or sex. The top panel
represents the shared correlations after jackknifing common to WT and KO
females. The bottom panel represents the shared correlations connections

significantly lower in males raised with WT brothers compared to
males raised with KO brothers. Further, males raised with WT sisters
had higher COX activity in the MeAPV and the VMHVL compared to
males raised with WT brothers. The functional associations of metabolic activity in the network of nuclei was also significantly modified
by the litter composition. The differences in limbic landscapes of male
and female mice of different genotype and sibling type captured in
Figures 8, 9, 12, and 13 illustrate the effects of Sex versus Genotype
in both WT and KO male and female mice. Note that the effect of
Sex (male versus female) is substantially different among WT and KO
mice, just as the effect of Sibling Genotype is different between male
and female mice. It is of interest that ♂KO and ♀WT share similar
means, although the female is not statistically different from male
WT (possibly due to decreased sample size) for all nuclei except the
VMHVL, suggesting this nucleus may be affected by female siblings
preferentially. Further, the behavioral differences observed are likely
a function of some combination of altered WB, nuclei, or network
activity. For example, males raised with ♂WT siblings behave differently than do males raised with ♂KO siblings. This may result
from lowered WB activity or from one or more specific nuclei being
significantly lowered in activity. The AHA is significantly lowered in
activity for males raised with ♂WT siblings and also appears to be
strongly correlated with several other nuclei in the RLC and not at
all in males raised with ♂KO siblings.
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unique to WT (left) or KO (right) females. Connections based on Table 2A in
Supplementary Material, α = 0.01. Each series of nuclei encircled by a dotted
line represents a limbic cluster. The left circle in the foreground is the mRLC and
the right circle in the background is the mCLC between each genotype.

Principal Component Analysis appeared to successfully determine portions of underlying networks of functionally coupled
nuclei. Applying the jackknifing procedure to these networks can
be thought of as looking for strong correlations in nuclei preselected
for probable strong correlations (Sakata et al., 2000). In support of
what appears to be an arbitrary choice of significance in the use of
PCs, the resulting functional connections in the cluster were not
completely interconnected (which would imply too high of a selection criteria for the PC coefficient), nor too large to begin interpretation (too low of a selection criteria for the coefficient), nor was
there an excessively large list of nuclei to even begin interpretation
and comparison (also suggesting too low of a selection criteria).
Using PCA revealed males to have a network of functional associations more conserved between genotypes than females, possibly
due to a smaller nuclei sample in females. The observation that the
first and second PCs shared similar coefficients between Genotypes
led to the reduction of the 20 nuclei into two independent clusters,
the RLC and the CLC. These clusters shared two nuclei throughout
jackknifing, the VMH and the PaN. While the VMH met the selection criterion in one of the PCs for both clusters, the PaN did not
meet selection criteria in the mCLC. Thus, the PaN was used to
determine if lower selection criterion for the PCs would yield more
meaningful results. This comparison showed only four significant
functional correlations between the PaN and some other nucleus
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FIGURE 11 | Effect of sibling genotype on functional connectivity in female
mice raised in litters consisting of WT or KO sisters independent of the
genotype of the individual. Top panel indicates functional connections common
to females regardless of genotype of littermates. Bottom panel indicates

in the CLC across all groups; three of these connections occurring
between the PaN and VMH in the RLC. On the other hand, the
VMH had nine connections in the CLC across all groups, three of
which were shared with the PaN. There were six unique connections
with the VMH in the CLC, compared to one in the PaN, suggesting
that the VMH was actually functionally connected in both clusters
of nuclei, whereas the PaN was likely just part of the RLC, the cluster
in which it met selection criterion. The one connection of the PaN
in the CLC with the MeAPV (Figure 7) is likely a functional circuit
involving the VMH as this nucleus connects with both the PaN and
the MeAPV. Consequently, the functional connection between the
MeAPV and PaN could be mediated by the VMH.
The selection of clusters according to the results of PCA suggest
a physically relevant cluster of nuclei, as the clusters were relatively conserved between Genotypes and the nuclei were placed in
clusters without preconceptions about interactions between nuclei
(excluding the placement of the PaN in the CLC). The nuclei considered in the RLC are associated with very different functions,
albeit all of which have been related to mediating aggressive and
sexual behaviors. The nuclei constituting the CLC have been
implicated in sociosexual behaviors as well as feeding behavior.
It is interesting that in certain instances anatomically associated
nuclei were in different clusters. Nuclei that are very close to one
another were usually quite similar in metabolic activity, so functional connectivity often follows. However, subnuclei in the medial
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functional connections unique to females having WT sisters (left) or KO sisters
(right). Connections based on Table 2A in Supplementary Material, α = 0.01. Each
series of nuclei encircled by a dotted line represents a limbic cluster. The left circle
in the foreground is the mRLC and the right circle in the background is the mCLC.

amygdala – containing the MeAA, MeAPD, and MeAPV – and in
the ventromedial hypothalamus – containing the VMH, VMHVL,
and VMHDM, did not show strong correlations to one another.
The MeAA was placed in the RLC and the MeAPD and MeAPV
were placed in the CLC with little support for the MeAA to be
placed with the posterior medial amygdaloid nuclei. This segregation of anterior and posterior medial amygdalar nuclei agrees with
Newman (1999) who argued that the “medial extended amygdala”
is divided into an anterior functional circuit and a posterior functional circuit. The VMH, on the other hand, divided independent
of the VMHDM and VMHDL into the RLC, but also divided with
these nuclei into the CLC. This suggests that two functional circuits,
one which shares the anterior nuclei, that is the MeAA and VMH,
and another posterior functional circuit that shares functional connectivity between the VMH, VMHVL, VMHDM, MeAPD, MeAPV.
In support of the expected functional connectivity of proximal
anatomic nuclei, the MeAPV connecting with the MeAPD, and the
VMHVL connecting with the VMHDM, showed some of the most
consistent functional connections among all groups. However, in
the CLC the VMH showed functional connectivity with the MeAPV
more frequently than either of the more caudal VMH subnuclei
across groups. The reason for this functional dissociation of the
VMH from the posterior VMH nuclei is not known, but may be
related to the anterior–posterior division of the medial amygdala
and ventromedial hypothalamus subnuclei discussed above.
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FIGURE 12 | Effect of genotype of sisters of on metabolic activity in a social
behavior network in female wildtype (WT) and estrogen receptor a
knockout (KO) mice. Groups are presented according to the type of sibling with
which the WT (top row) or KO female (middle row) was raised with ♀KO or ♀WT
sisters, respectively. The limbic landscape map on the upper right represents the

The significant correlation coefficients (Table 3B) can be thought
of as functional connections or associations, meaning that these
correlations associate the COX activity in one nucleus with the COX
activity in another nucleus, demonstrating that the two nuclei are
functionally coupled in the animal. These associations do not imply
directionality of an effect, or, even in the case of a demonstrated
neuroanatomical connection, that the correlation is caused by
direct activation of one nucleus upon another (Gonzalez-Lima and
McIntosh, 1995). The correlation coefficients can only show how
well the COX activity in one nucleus can predict the COX activity
in another nucleus. The physiological meaning of this correlation,
and, consequently, how the jackknifed correlations are to be interpreted depends on what a functional connection between nuclei
reveals about the biological system. When a significant correlation
occurs between two nuclei using COX activity, it may be understood
that increased or decreased activity in one nucleus associates with
the increased or decreased activity of the other nucleus. As COX
activity shows the capacity of a cell to perform under metabolic
demand, functional connectivity may be thought of as showing
that the maximal metabolic capability of two nuclei to perform is
associated (Sakata et al., 2005).
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difference in ♀WT raised with ♀KO sister. Below that is the complement, that is,
the effect of a WT sister on the metabolic activity in ♀KO females. The bottom
row indicates genotype differences between ♀WT and ♀KO females raised in
same-sex, same-genotype litters. Right column is the effect of having a sister
having the opposite genotype. Other details as in Figure 8.

At the cellular level, this association is given greater meaning.
Increased demand in energy by the cell has been shown to activate
the bigenomic machinery responsible for the production of COX
(Scarpulla, 2006), and, in the neuron, metabolic demand is mostly
attributed to maintaining the proper membrane potential using
the Na+/K+ ATPase (Wong-Riley, 1989). Since the depolarized neuron has a greater demand repolarize its membrane, it follows that
energy consumption and the amount of COX present will depend
upon the amount of tonic activation of a neuron due to excitatory signals from other neurons (Wong-Riley, 1989). Consequently,
abundant COX activity within a given nucleus represents consistent activation by excitatory signals. Thus, functional connectivity
reflects regions whose activity is correlated to some degree. Strong
functional connections (high correlations ∼0.8–0.9) can even be
thought of as functional circuits due to the near complete coupling of activity between the two nuclei. However, such functional
connections cannot be thought of as anatomical circuits due to
the possibility of an unmeasured nuclei being involved. In fact, in
the case of measurements made in the limbic brain, such as this
study, it is almost impossible to consider every nucleus involved in a
hypothesized circuit. Functional connections found between nuclei
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FIGURE 13 | Sex versus genotype differences in wildtype (WT) mice and
mice having a dysfunctional estrogen receptor a (KO) mice. Groups
consisted of same-sex, same-genotype litters (♂WT/♂WT; ♂KO/♂KO;
♀WT/♀WT; ♀KO/♀KO). The limbic landscape map on the upper right represents

in this study should then be considered as possible components
of circuits.
Within each cluster certain functional connections are conserved independent of litter composition (i.e. Genotype or Sibling
Type), suggesting that these functional connections are maintained
independent of treatment. Both KO or WT males shared certain
functional connections: MeAA with ACo, CeA, PaN, and VMH, and
the ACo with CeA in the mRLC, and MeAPD with MeAPV and the
VMHDM with VMHVL in the mCLC. Some of these functional
connections are reasonable to expect due to the close proximity of
each nuclei or subnuclei such as the functional connections between
the MeAPD with MeAPV, and the VMHDM with VMHVL, or the
slightly more distant functional connections between the MeAA,
ACo and CeA. However the relatively distant functional connections
between the MeAA and the PaN and VMH suggests that the MeAA is
acting in a conserved functional connection or circuit. In comparing
the effect of male Sibling Type on functional connectivity the following relationships maintained significance at α = 0.01 level: the
CeA with ACo and MeAA, MeAA with VMH, MeAPD with MeAPV,
and VMHVL with VMHDM. This differs from the conserved connection between Genotypes in the loss of a functional connection
of the MeAA with the ACo, CeA, and PaN. The above comparisons
of functional connections are given at α = 0.01, but there are some
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the genotype difference in male mice and below that is the genotype difference
in female mice. The bottom row indicates sex differences between male and
female WT mice and to the right is the sex difference in KO mice. Other details
as in Figure 8.

differences in correlations between comparable groups for Genotype
or Sibling Type that are maintained at α = 0.05. However, many
other functional connections become significant for both Genotype
and Sibling Type at α = 0.05. Those new functional connections
that are significant across treatments are the AHA with the PaN, the
MeAA with the PaN, and the MeAPV with the VMHVL.
Large differences between groups in functional connectivity are possible indicators of connections and circuits that may
contribute to differing behavioral phenotypes. In comparing
Genotype, it appears that WT males have many more significant
functional connections that appear in the mRLC in comparison
to KO males, who have relatively few unique functional connections in this cluster (Figure 6). WT males show several strong
connections that are not present in KO males (e.g., AHA with
CeA, VMH, MeA, and cMPOA; cMPOA with CeA and AHA).
Many of these nuclei are known to be involved in male sexual
behavior and social interactions. The AVPe only shows one functional connection in the WT males (AVPe with VMH) and this
connection is likely due to a large axonal connection between the
AVPe and the BST that is known to be dependent upon estrogen
for its formation. In KO animals, a unique functional connection
between the VMH and the MeAPD and MeAPV was seen that had
no counterpart in WT males.
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The males having either WT or KO brothers shared certain
functional associations: the ACo with the CeA, the CeA with the MeA,
and the MeA with the VMH in the RLC and between the MeAPD and
the MeAPV and between the VMHVL and the VMHDM (Figure 7).
Males having WT brothers had many more functional associations
than if they had KO brothers, although this may have been due to
the number of males considered in each group.
Behavioral neuroscience has been characterized by a candidate
nuclei/gene approach that is a gross oversimplification of what occurs
in the brain during behavior. The fact that nuclei (or genes) do not
operate in isolation but in networks may seem obvious, but this is
not reflected in how most scientists write or communicate. Newman
(1999) argued that an extended network of interconnected brain
nuclei, including many of the nuclei measured in this study, functions in most basic social behaviors in rodents and, further, that this
network is modulated by gonadal sex steroid receptors to function
differently under different conditions. Another recent study taking
alternative approaches has also emphasized a network approach to
describe neural systems involved in responding to subordinate conspecific intruders (Motta et al., 2009). The present results indicate
that an individual’s experience in the litter influences its behavior as
an adult by influencing the metabolic activity in integrated limbic
circuits. This and previous research indicate that such experiences
also shape how different individual respond to events later in life.
This work is important for several reasons. First, it demonstrates a
profound effect of the Sex and Genotype ratio of the litter on brain
and behavior of genetically modified mice. Even in highly inbred
rodents all litters are different, varying not only in the sex ratio and
parity of the mother, but in the case of genetically modified animals,
the genotype of the individual members. Such animals have been a
mainstay in the area of molecular behavioral neuroscience, yet virtually every study to date has ignored the litter as a source of variation.
By deconstructing the two variables (Sex and Genotype) that define
the litter we show how the interplay of these factors shapes the neu-

ral substrates of behavior in the commonly used estrogen receptor
KO mouse model. Second, we demonstrate how complex behavioral
traits depend upon networks of nuclei whose functional relationships
are altered fundamentally as a result of the litter environment in
which the individual is raised. Third, we show how the potential for
behavioral differences is based on the abundance of COX in specific
brain nuclei and how the genotype (WT or KO) of brother and sister
littermates modifies the amount of COX in limbic nuclei identified.
Fourth, the work addresses key issues in how experiments in this
very large field should be designed to yield a deeper understanding
of how neural systems are organized early in life, particularly if the
scientist’s goal is to reveal more about how the individual is formed
and functions. We argue that most studies today focus at the level
of the control and consequences of gene action and hence miss the
larger picture. Finally, this work touches on fundamental concepts of
development of the neural substrates of behavior, such as how functional systems can be re-organized depending upon the composition
of the litter in which the individual develops. Most important in
this genocentric age, the ever-increasing use of genetically modified
animals in behavioral neuroscience research makes in imperative that
practitioners be aware of this important formative element.
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